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Abstract

A very large number of teeth are extracted in dental practices every day. The question for every dentist is: how to best deal with an extraction socket. A large body of research shows that if left to spontaneous healing, the ridge will lose around 50% of its horizontal volume within the first 6 to 12 months after tooth extraction. When preserving the ridge both hard and soft tissue aspects have to be considered. By applying newly developed methods to quantitatively assess volume changes of the ridge it has become possible to evaluate advantages and disadvantages of different techniques for ridge preservation. Various techniques dealing with extraction sockets have recently been published. Some of these show controversial data. It appears that filling the socket with an appropriate grafting material and sealing the entrance to the socket with autogenous tissue or suitable biomaterials can prevent some or most of the ridge collapse occurring during the first 3 to 12 months following tooth extraction. The next step regarding ridge preservation is to identify the clinical situations, in which these techniques render a clinical benefit for the patient and the therapist.

Learning Objectives

1. Listeners will understand the pattern and degree of resorption of the alveolar ridge following tooth extraction
2. Listeners will understand methods allowing to successfully counteract the naturally occurring ridge resorption following tooth extraction
3. Listeners will understand the clinical benefits that ridge preservation may have for subsequent treatment steps
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